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Sram rival groupset review

Take a look at the SRAM rival 1 groupset. But first, a little backstory. In February 2019, SRAM changed the motorcycle industry with the launch of AXS. They weren't actually the first to slow down 12, but they weren't the only ones to fully announce wireless options. These days, the 1×12 AXS is often an upgrade option
for high-end gravel setups. If you want the best, SRAM has you covered, but there are other options. There are many reasons to choose a mechanical 11-speed groupset. If that makes sense for you, the rival 1x SRAM groupset represents some of the best value on the market. If you're looking at a new bike, something
at SRAM rival 1×11 is often a marker of your first jump from best price to high performance. It gives 11 speed gearings of high value, but it is also high performance. It can also be a great option if you want to reinvigorate your old bike. When it comes to shifter groupset discussions, there's no way to escape comparisons
with Shimano. For most people, the integrated first experience of the brake/shifter setup of a drop bar bike will be Shimano. When it comes to SRAM, there is a noticeable difference in the shape of the top of the shifter. The SRAM shifter hood makes a great place to hold when covering flat miles. Hydraulic disc
groupsets, which are different from cable-pulled brake groupsets, require extra space on top of the brake levers. It is here that master cylinders and fluid reservoirs live. The design of the SRAM is boxy and taller than what you will find in the Shimano setup. As a person who likes to spend time holding that top section, I
prefer the SRAM style when things get long and flat. It's not a big difference, but it's subtly comfortable. Comfort also comes to play for those with small hands. Long shift levers help with leverage and modulation when braking hard, but if your hands are small, it can be difficult for your hands to spread. Both the brake and
shift lever feature independent hand adjustment that requires a slight twisting of the hex wrench. When it comes to crankset 1x setup, the work that definitely attracts all the attention is the front crankset. Using only one chainring means lighter weight and simplicity. For most people, it's simplicity that's the best feature.
When it comes to riding gravel, it's easy to see the benefits that simplicity 1x brings. Instead of determining which front chainring, stay focused on how to handle the environment. If you guess the gearing is wrong, it's a slight adjustment to change gears and is unlikely to upset the bike chassis. The profile to the high
square tooth, which SRAM calls X-SYNC, helps to charge the chain faster than the profile of a traditional triangular tooth. When it becomes dusty, dirty or muddy, there is a rounded slope at the end of the tooth that helps to make sure the chains continue to mingle. AndWith that in mind, don't discount the usefulness of
the 1x drivetrain on the road. The 38T, 40T, 42T, 44T, 46T, 48T and 50T chainrings available make plenty of gear combinations available. The 40T front in combination with the 11-42T cassette is my preferred gear. Whatever chainring you choose, the SRAM Rival 1 crankset uses a counterfeit aluminum construction.
Forged aluminum is a good choice to balance performance and price. The weight comes in at 172.5 crank arm lengths, no bottom brackets, and a quoted 799 grams for a 42-tooth chainring. If different crank arm length options are required, they include 165mm, 170mm, 172.5mm and 175mm. Rear Delay Rival 1 Rear
Delay Lou is available in long cage or medium cage versions with maximum tooth solubleness of 42, or 36 teeth. All technologies offered in force 1 delay loo will also appear in rival 1 delay loo. The only exception is the short cage version available at the force level. Weight is a small difference, but it also differentiates
between the two. Claiming a weight of 269 grams in a medium cage, rival 1 rear d'rail will weigh 8 grams more than the equivalent Force version. The most exciting part of the rival one group set for me is the rear delay roux. This is a groupset that just works and differentiation comes in small things. Two small things to
set apart the SRAM rival 1 rear delayer are roller bearing clutches and cage locking technology. SRAM is not unique in using clutch technology for rear derailsors. What's unique is that there are no on-and-off switches for a rival one-group set. I have never felt the need to reduce the small amount of drag present for a
clutch of derailments. On the other hand, many times I forgot to engage the clutch again after the wheel change. It's a small detail, but it makes the whole experience more enjoyable. There is a cage locking function along the same line. Move the bottom of the detail forward to remove tension from the chain. In place,
there is a small button to lock it and now it is easy to put the bike in the trainer or change the wheel. It's not a new feature, it's not a heading feature, but it's like it makes a big difference to your day-to-day use. Brake SRAM rival 1 hydraulic disc brake is a beautiful one. Just a few years ago, if I handed you a bike with this
level of braking power, it would easily be a group set of RED levels. With the advancement of time and technology, the best braking power is moving down the lineup. The system consists of a built aluminum disc caliper with a completely sealed and steel-backed organic pad. Modulation is more than enough for one
finger brake. My preferred grip on the technical gravel section is four fingers on the front of the thumb and drop bar on the hood. I only have my index finger wrapped around the top.This grip also provides enough power. There is enough braking power to brake with one finger even from the top of the lever without
leverage. One caveat with brakes is the use of DOT 5:1 fluids. Shimano Brake uses mineral oil and the two cannot be replaced. Both Shimano and SRAM have technical documentation outlining why they chose each fluid of their choosing. Both companies have cited heat and water management as the reasons why the
fluids they choose are superior. In my experience, both do the same performance, more importantly, use the right fluid in your system. RideIf is a double tap shift that you've never used SRAM before you've heard of. That doesn't mean two pushes to shift. Instead, one lever handles both up and downshift. When I go out
on a bike, the double-tap experience is what dominates my perception of a rival one-group set. Press the shift lever and click once. This allows the chain to move the cassette from the sprocket to the hard gear. Press the shift lever past that first click until you hear a second click. Release the single sprocket to move the
chain on the cassette. When both clicks are pressed and released, the chain moves multiple sprockets of the cassette up. If you move from Shimano, it's not hard to re-learn the system and there are some advantages. If you like to spend time with drops, the double tap system is easy to use. The brake lever is the
farthest forward, so it is not in the way of the shift lever. You can also return the shift lever to the bar or have it there when you need it, making it easier to reach from the drop. Outside of the double-tap experience, there's not much to comment on. Rival 1 is a system that works well. The brakes are solid. The shift is fast
and precise, and the shape of the hood is comfortable. Comparing the clutch to Shimano, SRAM does a little better at controlling movement, but it's just Nitsoch. Do you need to buy it? Despite what the brand might tell you, there is not one big performance advantage compared to others. Modern groupsets are very
good. It really comes to a small difference. For SRAM, the rear delayer's cage locking technology is a big selling point, but it's unlikely to be a determining factor. Feel the lever in your hands and see what you like. When choosing SRAM, the real question is which groupset makes sense. The rival 1 hydraulic disc groupset
has MSRP from £950/to £720 and a weight of 2690g. The next logical way to move the range up is a forced set of groups. Force 1 has MSRP from £1350/to £1023, has all the same technology and weighs in at 2446g. If you choose the exact same setup, it doesn't make much sense to choose power over your rivals
unless it's a bikeWhat is more interesting is that once the price starts to jump to force a good deal on the Force AXS 1×12 system it will start to reach. Rivals offer all the performance you need at a great price. If you have any more expensive power money for AXS, it is the best upgrade. Remember the price of the
replacement part when you make your choice. Sometimes it just makes sense to dress up the parts that I really think. Low-cost groupsets of high-end frames do not fit the part. SRAM's rival level has everything you need, but when it comes to performance. If you are not fast with rivals, it is not fast in RED, but it will cost
you a lot. Rivals represent a working-class groupset and you don't regret having made the choice. Buy Now: SRAM Rival 1 HRD Shift / Brake Lever &amp; Flat Mount Caliper $214.77Buy at Amazon Now: SRAM Rival 1 BB30 42T X-SYNC Crankset Buy Now Without Bottom Bracket on Amazon: SRAM PC 1130 11
Speed Solid Pin Bike Chain Power Lock on Amazon Are you interested in using chain connectors for $29.99Buy Now: SRAM 11-42 PG-1130 11 speed cassettes on Amazon for $69.99 or other groupsets? Check out some of my thoughts on Campagnolo Athena or Super Records v3. People all over the world are
experiencing unprecedented hardships. The only thing I can do now is keep going. May we all be safe and return to life as usual soon. Follow me on Twitter and Instagram. Follow cycle tech reviews on Twitter and Instagram. Instagram.
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